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Abstract
This paper reviews the application of optical and UV laser radiation to several
topics in low-energy nuclear physics. We consider the laser-induced nuclear
anti-Stokes transitions, the laser-assisted and the laser-induced internal con-
version, and the Electron Bridge and Inverse Electron Bridge mechanisms
as tools for deexciting and exciting of low-lying nuclear isomeric states. A
study of the anomalous, by low-lying, nuclear isomeric states (on an example
of the
229
Th nucleus) is presented in detail.
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The present paper reviews the direct application of laser radiation to several
topics in nuclear physics.
Here the term \direct" refers to the use of laser radiation in the optical
and UV region (energy of the laser photons ~!
L






cm)) for studying low-energy nuclear phenomena and related processes.
The \traditional" approach of using laser radiation in nuclear physics is
well known. The Compton backscattering of laser photons o accelerated
electrons produces intense, highly ( 100%) polarized -ray beams with ex-
cellent energy resolution. This very eective method of employing conven-
tional lasers in particle and nuclear physics was proposed long ago [1] and
was implemented successfully in various accelerator facilities (SLAC, BNL,
LURE (Orsay), ETL (Tsukuba)). The recent completion of the Free Electron







(a factor of 10
3
higher than is obtainable with conventional
lasers in the energy range from 2-200 MeV [2] for studying phenomena of low
and intermediate energy nuclear and particle physics.
In the present survey these kinds of topics in Nuclear Physics will be
completely avoided. The aim here is to consider the wide range of very low-
energy nuclear physics topics where the \direct" (i.e., not transformed into
-rays by Compton backscattering) laser beam
1
interaction with electronic
atomic shells serves as a tool for studying the properties of low-lying nuclear
levels and accompanying dynamical processes.
The theoretical study of these phenomena has a long and sometimes con-
troversial history. It is interesting to point out that the history of these
studies dates back to the 1920's when Einstein discussed the possibility that
radioactivity could be induced by the action of optical quanta [3].
The literature on the subject of the present review is comprised of more
than one hundred studies published mostly in American and former Soviet
physical journals. To my knowledge there has not been an attempt to review
this eld exhaustively. Unfortunately, in the review literature, the main
papers from the former USSR, which contribute signicantly to the eld, are
not discussed appropriately. The short review paper [4] suers from one-
sidedness.
1
For the qualitative features of the interaction of the laser radiation with electron see
Appendix A.
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Motivated by these reasons and stimulated by some of my colleagues
from Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL) and the Physics De-
partment of Duke University, I present a rather complete review of the eld
covering the \direct" use of laser radiation in the energy range of the FEL
Facility at Duke University (E
L
. 12 eV) for studying low-energy nuclear
physics phenomena.
Due to the diversity of the topics and methods, the present survey has to
be rather schematic, but this will be compensated for by providing a detailed
list of references.
The paper is organized as follows:
After introductory remarks concerning the ineectiveness of laser radia-
tion in the optical range for the unmediated study of properties of nuclei,
the role of the atomic shell as a mediator is shown in the case of Compton
excitation of nuclei. In Section 3, the laser-induced nuclear anti-Stokes tran-
sitions are investigated and electromagnetic transitions are compared with
-transitions. It is shown that the laser-induced electromagnetic anti-Stokes






tion 4 is devoted to the laser-assisted internal conversion process. The laser
plays an important role in specic nuclei where the internal conversion in
the laser-free case is forbidden by energy conservation. The technique for
calculating the internal conversion coecient for this process is presented.
Experimental issues related to this process are discussed. In Section 5 we
study the Electron Bridge mechanism as a means for deexciting nuclei and
we discuss the role of laser radiation in enhancing the deexcitation. The
Inverse Electron Bridge mechanism is presented as a tool for exciting nu-
clear states to their isomeric states. Section 6 is devoted to the study of the
anomalously low-lying nuclear isomeric states in the
229m
Th nucleus. Meth-
ods introduced in Sections 4 and 5 are used for the detailed study of this
phenomenon. Finally, Section 7 gives a summary.
In Appendix A dimensional arguments are used to give some useful in-
formation about the role that the high intensity plays in the interaction of
radiation with electrons and atoms. Finally, Appendix B deals with the im-




Q. Is it possible to obtain induced
radioactivity by bombardment of
matter with quanta of light?
A. First of all, I have to say that,
probably, there exists radioactiv-
ity of matter induced by the ac-
tion of the light quanta; the dif-
culty of the observation of such
phenomenon, if it exists, is that
the eect which has to be ob-
served is very small. The conr-




Since the wavelength of the laser radiation 
L





cm], the direct coupling strength of laser photons
to a nuclear system considered as a quantum state with level spacing E
A
of
the order of one hundred keV, is very small, even at extremely high radiation
intensity. It is worthwhile, to appreciate this smallness, to make the following
simple estimate. The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a nucleus
is more conveniently described by the Hamiltonian
3























On April 16, 1925, the National Academy of Science of Argentina held a special session
to award A. Einstein the Academy's honorary member diploma.
At the reception, Einstein answered the questions of the Academy members. Four years
later, details of the Session and the \interview" were published in the Proceedings of the
Academy (Reception de la doctor Alberto Einstein en la session especial de la Akademia
el dia 16 de april de 1925; Annales Sociedad Cientica Argentina, 107, 337-347 (1929))
[3].
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, has a long and controversial
history which is resolved in the paper of Ref. [6]. See Appendix C for some details.
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Using for the nuclear level spacing E
A
& 1 keV, we obtain for the coupling













The situation for the direct use of laser radiation remains hopeless even




is on the order
of a few eV. See Section 6).
1.2 Nuclear Compton Eect
Here we will show that the direct excitation of nuclear levels by X-rays or by
hypothetical -ray lasers does not look encouraging either.
Consider, for example, the nuclear excitation by the Compton eect at
resonance (See Fig. 1 for the corresponding Feynman diagrams).





























are the widths of levelN associated with the transition to





wave number (frequency) of the incident laser photon, C
N
is the statistical









is the energy of the state I(N).



















which practically is unobservably small.
These introductory examples show the ineectiveness of direct excitation
of nuclear levels by radiation.
7
2 Atomic Shells in the \Compton" Excita-
tion of Nuclei
The example considered in the Introduction suggests the following modica-
tion to the Compton mechanism involving the excitation of low-lying nuclear
levels: when the Compton eect occurs on the electron bound in the atomic
shell, excitation of the nucleus takes place instead of scattering of the photon.
The mechanism is described by the diagrams in Figs. 2a and 2b. We
note that if one exchanges the direction of the photon line (absorption of a
photon is changed to emission of a photon in the nal state) one arrives at
the so-called internal Compton eect where the photon from the deexcitation
of the nucleus is scattered on a bound electron.
This last mechanism is the basis of the Electron Bridge (EB) mechanism
whereas the rst one (described by the diagrams in Fig. 2) corresponds to
the Inverse Electron Bridge (IEB) mechanism. The EB mechanism can be
considered as alternative to the well-known Internal Conversion (IC) process
where the deexcitation of the nucleus results in ejection of an electron out of
the atomic shell without emission of a photon.
We will see below how laser radiation can assist in inuencing the EB
and IC mechanisms by resonating at the corresponding atomic level or by
eliminating the mismatch between the nuclear (E) and atomic () level
dierences.
Here, two aspects of laser radiation are very important:
i) The dipole character of the interaction with the electronic shell which, of
course, is common to all kinds of electromagnetic radiation. This property
leads to an eective reduction of possible multipolarities inherent, in general,
to nuclear radiation;
ii) unique, due to the lasers' very high intensity, is the possibility of multi-
photon absorption (emission). This fact facilitates the resonance matching
between E and .
These two essential aspects of laser radiation will be focused on below in
the study of the role of laser radiation in low energy nuclear physics.
Turning now to the excitation of low-lying nuclear states (generally non-








































We have used the following notations: jii, jni, jfi describe the initial, in-














is the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of an electron with
a nucleus and H

is the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of a photon
with an electron.















We conne ourselves here to the non-covariant perturbation theory (see(5a,b))
since the exact calculation requires construction of the relativistic Green's
function of an electron in the eld of an atom. The physically simpler treat-
ment above is transparent and eective.
We concentrate on the case where the laser photon energy is much smaller




or, more precisely, smaller










is the ne structure constant, m is the electron mass, and Z is the atomic
number.
Inspection of the denominators in the matrix elements (5a,b) shows that
the main contribution toM
a
results from the summation over positive energy

n
values of the states jni, whereas the main contribution to M
b
comes
from negative values of 
n
. That means that the excitation of the nucleus
described by diagram 5a occurs mainly through inelastic scattering of a free
electron (
n
> 0) (free-free transitions). Therefore, diagram 5a gives the main







On the other hand, diagram 5b is more important when the nucleus is excited
in transitions of the electron between bound-bound and bound-free atomic
states. This indicates that this diagram gives the main contribution at the






). Calculations [7] indeed
conrm these physical reasonings.
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are magnetic quantum numbers of the initial and nal states of
the electron and the nucleus, respectively; the summation index i denotes
the occupied states in the (initial) electron shell) the approximation of one
resonance level n [7] is used which is more eective and reasonable in the
case of bound-bound transitions. If the energies of the nuclear excitation
and of the electronic transition are suciently close, a signicant increase of
the cross section is achievable.
The resulting cross section includes the probability of -radiation of mul-
tipolarity L emitted by the nucleus, and the well-known matrix elements for
the electronic electromagnetic transitions M(EL) and M(ML) (E and M
in M refer to electric and magnetic transitions, respectively). For higher









radius of the nucleus and a is the radius of the electron shell). Thus, the
maximum value of 

occurs for transitions with the lowest possible multipo-
larity L. Expressions for the matrix elements M(E(M); L) are given in the
literature (see, e.g.[8]). The summation in (6) is carried out over the occupied
states in the initial and nal electron shells, and the choice of the charac-
teristics of the intermediate state jni (e.g., its angular momentum j
n
, etc.)
depends on the initial state jii. In the calculations the widths of the atomic




























, i.e., the resonance condition is not fullled.
The largest cross section occurs for the bound-bound atomic transitions.
This case is most eective if E
IF
is suciently close to the energy of the
electronic transition ( is small). M1 transitions are very important. For





















and  = 0.74 keV, one obtains 

= 4b. In Table I, we show the
parameters for nuclear and atomic transitions and the resulting cross sections


for several long-lived isotopes. The energies of the nuclear transitions have
been taken from [9] and those of the electronic transitions from [10]. We see





























The conclusion from the above considerations is that the relatively low lying



































































































































































































































calculated Compton excitation cross sections for some long-lived isotopes [7].
Of course, the experimental situation is very dicult, due to the high
background associated with the intense primary and secondary uxes of X-
rays. The fact that the energies of the X-rays and the nuclear radiations do
not coincide (the dierence reaches several keV) can perhaps be used to detect
and to study low-lying states in nuclei. Concluding, we mention for the sake







where diagram 5a gives the main contribution, the cross sections are much





The above examples which do not always have a direct connection with
the nuclear physics conducted by UV and optical lasers (the main topic of
interest in the present work), teaches us that atomic physics is merged with
11
nuclear physics due to the coupling of electromagnetic radiation with the elec-
tronic shells. Lasers with their high intensity have the potential to enhance
and sometimes induce nuclear (weak and electromagnetic) transitions.
Below we will illustrate these issues in several examples (Sections 3-6).
3 Laser induced nuclear anti-Stokes transi-
tions
3.1 -transitions of nuclei
Lasers, like other sources of electromagnetic radiation, provide the possi-
bility of enhancing transitions from excited nuclear states and of obtaining
information on specic nuclear transitions unaccessible otherwise.
Consider, as an example, a three-level nuclear system as illustrated in
Fig. 3. First, we concentrate on the -transition: The nucleus initially is
in the isomeric state a from which it -decays (very slowly) to its ground
state b with the rate 
w
ab
. Under the inuence of an external electromagnetic
eld with frequency !
L
one can induce a two-step -decay of a to b: a
virtual excitation of the nucleus to the level c by absorption of a single (or,





of the laser eld




This scheme gives not only the possibility of increasing the rate of the












) but provides the
information on the -transition c! b which is sometimes not accessible [11].
Before turning to the more interesting cases where all the transitions







(unavoidable for the -transitions) it is worth mentioning
that claims (1977-1983) about strong modications of forbidden and even
allowed -decay total rates [12] by very intense, long-wavelength, coherent
electromagnetic radiation were not conrmed, although their discussion has
attracted the interest of many authors. The latest investigations (1987) have
demonstrated that there is no laser eld-dependent enhancement of the total
-decay rates in the long-wavelength limit, although the spectra are greatly
modied (for a more complete review and the resolution of the controversies
in some previous studies see [13, 14]). However, we note that, in principle, the
rate of another nuclear -process, the orbital electron capture by a nucleus
(so called K-capture) is naturally inuenced by the laser radiation, because
12
the probability of this process depends on the electron density in the vicin-
ity of the nucleus. Therefore, the K-capture process can be sensitive to the
inuence of a strong electromangetic eld. Particularly, in contrast to the
case of the -decay where the total rate does not depend on the nuclear spin
orientation
4
, for the orbital electron capture, due to the hyperne interaction
between the electron and the nucleus, the total rate of K-capture depends
critically on the orientation of the electron and nuclear spins, and therefore,
on temperature [15].
The rate of the orbital electron capture from an unlled s orbital of a free
atom or ion at low temperature (kT  , where  is the hyperne splitting)
depends on the sign of the hyperne constant h [15]. The application of a





can inuence the rate. In the particular
case of negative h, when the orbital electron capture practically does not






. Large eects are expected especially for hydrogen-like
ions since the competing decays from other bound electrons are absent.
5
In
principle, properly chosen radiation could cause a modulation of the electron
capture rate and the subsequent characteristic X-ray emission could serve as
a monitor for observing this process.
As a justication of the old wisdom that \the novel is well forgotten
olden" and for the sake of completeness, we note that a very similar idea
was proposed almost two decades ago [16] for modiying the population
of hyperne structure sub-levels of -mesic atoms through resonant laser
radiation, and the subsequent change in the nuclear -capture probability.
3.2 Electromagnetic transitions of nuclei
Turning now to the case of electromagnetic nuclear transitions, we again







and an applied laser eld of frequency !
L
to promote the
a! c transition (Fig. 4) from the isomeric state
m
a to the level c.
It is easy to recognize that this scheme resembles the scheme of the fa-
4





) emission parallel to the nuclear spin in  decay diers from the probability for the
emission in the opposite direction. However, the total rate does not depend on nuclear
spin orientation simply because of the isotropy of space (rotational invariance).
5
The orbital electron capture probability rapidly decreases with an increase in the
number of the competing atomic shells from which an electron can be captured.
13
mous Lamb-Retherford experiment on the Lamb shift measurement of the




level b corresponds to the level of 1s
1
2




state which is excited by electron beam bombardment.




, opens new possibil-
ities. The state c can decay to states a and b by the emission of radiation









+ : : : .
We take the interaction between the external radiation eld and the sys-










t. The laser eld can be considered ho-
mogeneous (spatially uniform) as its wavelength is much larger than atomic
(and, of course, nuclear) dimensions.
The equations of motion for the probability amplitudes of states a and c
in the interaction representation (so called, Bethe-Lamb equations) [17, 18,





































is a detuning frequency. In the following, we concentrate
on the most interesting case where the spontaneous decay of state c to the
isomeric state a is negligible (
ca
 0, no backcoupling c! a).















































Since we are interested in the case where the state c decays much faster








. We see that the popula-
tion of the level c decays, to the rst order of the dipole interaction, on the






This is an anti-Stokes process since the frequency !
cb
of the transition
to state b is increased. The rate of this anti-Stokes process is dened as the
product of jc(t)j
2
and the rate 
cb
for the transition c! b.
Calculating the total probability N
aS

(T ) of this process for the time in-
terval T (duration of the laser pulse) smaller than the lifetime of the iso-
mer a (T  
 1
ab









), and dividing it by the probability N
sp

(T ) of the sponta-
































For the matrix element V
ac























, where  is the photon ux and 
L
is the wavelength of the
radiation.




using a semiclassical calculation of Einstein's A-coecient in the
condition of the thermal equilibrium [18]. The resulting relation coincides






























for the transition c! a.





































in (13), which has been left out of the rst theoretical
study of this process, makes the experimental situation very dicult. For
instance, at laser photon energies of ~!
L





= 100 keV this factor is 10
 12
, which leads to very
small  values for moderate laser intensities. The eect is noticeable only for
small nuclear level spacings (. 10-10
 2
eV). The situation can be improved




. As can be seen from (10), in



















)  can be of the order of unity. This





) the anti-Stokes process dominates. This condition





(see [19] for details). Under these conditions,









). The system oscillates between the levels a and






), where level c, as well as
a, decays with the slower rate 
ab
, now this laser-excited state decays with




. The long lived isomer a is depleted via c to b on a



















 4:5  10
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. The total probability for the anti-Stokes process































Hence, a pulse of  0.1 ns with the above intensity ensures that all ir-
radiated isomeric nucleus decay. The main experimental problem with the






strong constraints on the bandwidth
!
!
of the radiation necessary for  to
exhibit a resonant peak. The associated requirements on the beammonochro-
maticity can be somewhat compensated for at the expense of high intensity.
It is important to note that the theoretical treatment with only a single
intermediate atomic state is reliable only very close to the resonance.
Concluding this section, we notice that similar results to those obtained




) apply to the nuclear
-decay [11] where, as mentioned above, 
ca
is always much larger than 
cb
.





specic case the spontaneous decay of the intermediate state c tends not to
go back to the isomeric state a but leads into the nal ground state b.
4 Laser-assisted internal conversion
4.1 Theoretical background
Internal conversion (IC) is a clear example where nuclear physics (deexcita-
tion of a nucleus) is merged with an atomic process (ejection of the electron
from an atomic shell). Thus, in the spirit of the present review, it is quite
appropriate to consider IC in detail, especially because the theoretical ap-
proaches developed for studying laser assisted IC are common to some other
nuclear-atomic processes where lasers play an important role.
In this process, as already pointed out in the Introduction, the eective
reduction of the multipolarity of nuclear gamma-ray transitions plays a cru-
cial role. However, there exists another issue where lasers have a substantial
inuence: changing the atomic surroundings of a nucleus which aects IC
(we already encountered this kind of laser inuence in Section 3 when we
considered the role of lasers in the orbital electron capture). The inuence
of a laser eld on IC has been investigated rstly just from this point of view
[21].
For weakly bound electrons participating in the IC, the laser-assisted
removal of one of the electrons that signicantly contribute to IC leads to
a signicant decrease of the coecient of IC.
6
We consider here the more
6
The coecient of IC 
IC
is dened as the ratio of the probability W
IC
for IC and
the radiative transition probabilityW

for a given nuclear transition E(M)L with electric
(magnetic) radiation multipolarity L. IC coecients can be calculated by well developed
methods [8].
17
direct and ecient role of the intense laser radiation eld on the IC process.




the change of 
IC







is obvious, in principle, because the energy of the laser photons under study









of the nuclear transition. (Below, we will consider the exception
from this general rule in the case of low-lying nuclear levels.) However, in




is less than the magnitude of










= 0). If the photon energy of the laser beam ~!
L
is of the
order of jj the originally forbidden IC process may occur via absorption of
the necessary numbers of laser quanta. Thus, the electromagnetic radiation
(laser) essentially accelerates the nuclear -decay rate and, more importantly,
induces IC which is absent otherwise.
We rst consider some theoretical issues connected with the treatment
of the laser-assisted IC. The theoretical description of the electronic states
under the joint action of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus and the intense
radiation eld is only approximate; no precise analytical solution is known.
We conne ourselves here to a simplied non-relativistic model [23, 24, 25,













is the sum of the
Hamiltonians for the unperturbed nucleus H
oN
(the explicit form ofH
oN
does






















A is the vector potential of the external laser eld which will be specied
later;
~
R, ~p, m denote electron coordinates, momentum and mass, respectively.




















There are several other approximate models in the literature, e.g., the model where




denotes the nuclear p-th proton radius vector. Relations (15) and
(16) reect a strong simplication, rst of all, because the interaction between
the electron and the intense radiation eld is comparable to the binding en-
ergy of the electrons of the atomic shell. However, for the inner electrons
(K, L-shells), the Coulomb potential of the nucleus still dominates and the
modication of the initial electron states by the laser eld can be treated
perturbatively. For the nal (free) electrons one can use the well-known
Volkov solution for the charged particle in the electromagnetic eld [28].
Furthermore, since in this model one only uses (16) for the electron-nucleus
interaction [29], the photon exchange between the nucleus and the electron
shell does not appear explicitly. Such a simplied treatment emphasizes the
corrections which at least are necessary to improve the theory of this pro-
cess:
i) use of the relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian for the bound electronic state
\dressed" by the intense radiation eld. This improvement requires mainly
numerical calculations.
ii) taking into account the eect of the nuclear size, and
iii) the screening of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus by inner-shell elec-
tron clouds.
Item i) is most important and has no exact analytic solution (and the same
holds for (15),(16)).
Thus, approximations are unavoidable, and we will be conned here to
the simplications described above. Since the nal free electron is inu-
enced by the intense laser eld, the corresponding wave function is based on
Volkov's solution of the Dirac [28] and Klein-Gordon [30] equations for an
electromagnetic plane wave with specially chosen initial conditions.
Volkov's paper has not received much attention for a long time, presum-
ably due to the absence of appropriate radiation sources at that time. How-
ever, with the invention of the laser, the theoretical interest has been renewed,
and dierent exact and approximate solutions have been given with various
choices of the initial conditions and dierent methods for the theoretical de-
scription (classical relativistic and non-relativistic, quantum mechanical and
quantum electrodynamical [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]). We give here the original
Volkov solution for the Klein-Gordon (KG) and Dirac(D) equations. With
the gauge for the radiation eld vector potential A
0



































where p(; ~p) is the four-momentum of the charged particle, q(!; ~q) is one of
the laser photons, u(p) is a Dirac spinor, and   q  x = !t   ~q  ~x. The
scalar product p  q = !(1 
~v~q
j~qj
) is in the nonrelativistic case (v  1) simply
given by m!, and  
D
(x)   
KG






is the amplitude of the laser electric eld.
Under these conditions, the initial and nal electronic states appear as
























































R) is an electron Coulomb wave function. In
relations (18) and (19) we restored, temporarily, ~ and c.
For the vector potential of the radiation eld we write for the circular (c)






















, perpendicular to each other, dene the frame of





















R  1, which is well satised for the inner shells, we achieve a great
20
simplication: i) the space-dependent and time-dependent parts of the S-
matrix element of the process can be separated, ii) the space-dependent part
is the same as in the laser-free case.






) can be rewritten as the con-




















is the classical radius of the electron, and











cm) for any reasonable intensity. (See Appendix
B for the dimensional analysis of scales characterizing the laser interaction
with the electron.) Using the above approximation, one is able to calculate
the laser induced IC coecient 
L;las
nj
for a transition of multipolarity L and
for an electronic state of quantum numbers n, j, . The calculations include












in terms of spherical harmonics, and the Wigner-Eckart theorem which per-
mits to express the matrix element of the electric multipole moment of order
`;m through its reduced matrix element between the nuclear states I and
F [36]. Because this reduced matrix element decreases rapidly with increas-
ing `, we are conned to the lowest ` determined by the multipolarity L of
the nuclear transition, as usual. The further evaluation involves the use of
the addition theorem for spherical harmonics and the orthogonality of the 3j
symbols that enter here, and the averaging (and summing) over the magnetic
quantum numbers of the initial (nal) nuclear and electronic states, etc.
The approximation of neglecting the screening of the nuclear Coulomb



















, n is the principal quantum
number of the electronic state with binding energy E
B
, and Bohr radius a
B
.
The eective charge eZ
eff
corresponds to the charge of the hydrogen-like
nucleus where the electron has the same binding energy as in the real atom
with the same quantum numbers.




0, i.e.,  < 0. For our purposes, of course, the most important case is the




j. The laser eld must be so intense that the
interaction energy of the electrons with the laser eld becomes comparable
to the binding energy of the electrons in the shell. This gives a condition for




























The nal result for 
L;las
nj
depends on the following parameters: Nuclear






, L - multipolarity of the nuclear
-rays, Z
eff




















. The second term in the
parameter r multiplied by ~!
L
gives the laser pondermotive potential which
in some cases reduces the eectivity of the very high intensity I.
For the case  < 0, the 
L;las
nj




which is theoretically calculable. Thus, if ~!
L
is comparable
to jj, then, for the laser-free forbidden case, IC can start after absorption of
the corresponding number of laser photons demanded by energy conservation.




































with index c(l) corresponding to circular (linear) polarization. N in (26) is










































in eV. The summation in (23)












































For weak laser elds (b
0




), applying the small argu-











































is the minimum number of laser photons necessary for the onset




























) such curves do not





















) that enters into









leads to the necessity to increase N
min
in
the summation of (23) and, thus, decreases the probability of the process.





The \(anti) eciency" of the pondermotive forces depends on the precise
knowledge of the ionization thresholds of the electron states. The values for
the ionization thresholds calculated in the nonrelativistic approximation can
be changed appreciably in more precise calculations. The actual ionization
threshold may be larger than the value suggested by the simplied model.
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Particularly, it was demonstrated [38] in a nonrelativistic calculation for the
hydrogen atom that a laser eld can keep the electron in the atom even
at very high intensity. This phenomenon certainly needs more work to be
understood. Recently, more rened calculations reduced the magnitude in
the laser intensity [39]. Thus, a more detailed study of the ionization process
and its eects on the electronic states and their widths is required.
4.2 Some examples: N vs. I





= 25:470 keV. The binding energy jE
B
j for the
K shell is 25.524 keV [40]. Thus,  = -44 eV, and IC is forbidden for the
laser-free case. In the model considered above it is possible to calculate the







The comparison of this calculation with the general, relativistic IC theory
[41] leads to an agreement within 20%.
For a laser with ~!
L
= 6:42 eV, i.e., for the number of laser photons
















, an unobservably small value. For the hypothetical value of
~!
L











= 0:16 (N = 2).




W , for which atomic and nuclear data exist [40]. In Table II,
the necessary data [40] and the calculated results for 
L
nj








= 544 eV. ~!
L
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for the near threshold cases,  < 0, to a drastic increase of the laser as-
sisted IC coecients 
L;las
nj




Unfortunately, these estimates did not properly take into account the role
of laser pondermotive forces with their hindering role at very intense elds.
The detailed and accurate study at very high laser intensity will unavoidably
demand the aid of modern, powerful computers.
Before turning to the experimental issues related to laser assisted (and
induced) IC we would like to mention that via the electron bridge mechanism
it is also possible to accelerate the IC process and to obtain higher values
for the IC coecients. This subject will be considered in Section 5 which is
devoted to the study of this mechanism.
4.3 Experimental problems
The main problems faced in experimental studies of laser assisted and induced
IC are the production and collection of a sucient amount of isomeric nuclei





) and relatively long laser pulses.
Typically, one experiences a high background of ions and especially, electrons.
Due to the high electron background, it may be more useful to detect the soft
X-rays which are emitted in the recombination processes when the vacancies
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left by the conversion electrons are occupied by electrons from higher shells,
rather than to detect the slow IC electrons.
The number of emitted soft X-ray photons N















is the total laser free IC coecient, 
las
IC
is the laser induced IC
coecient for the shell under study (see Table II), A is the activity of the
sample, t is the total irradiation time (duration of the laser pulse in an

















s, we obtain the necessary activity to obtain N

 1 in one laser
pulse A  610
11





second.) The problem of producing a sample of low density but high activity
can be solved using a method similar to the one proposed in [42] to sort out
the isomeric nuclei embedded in molecules, e.g., in our case, WO
3
[24]. This
method uses the fact that some isomeric nuclei have angular momenta higher
than the ground state which leads to dierent molecular spectra due to the
dierence in ne interactions.
The
183m




W (  2 mb) (the abundance of
182
W is 26.3%). Besides the fast isomer
separation one needs a soft X-ray detection method of high enough resolution







in the case of
183m
W ).
Finally, the irradiation time t may be increased to force the laser light to
run back and forth through the sample multiple times, while a laser active
material compensates for the losses, thus keeping the intensity approximately
constant.
Concluding this section, we notice that the specic IC process, where
the shell electron remains in the discrete state, can be considered also from
the point of view of the Electron Bridge mechanism which we will study in
the next section. Thus, the laser's role in the elimination of the mismatch
between atomic and nuclear level dierences (resonant IC) will be clearly
seen.
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5 Electron Bridge mechanism as a source of
deexcitation of nuclei
5.1 Experimental observation
A systematic way to use the electron shell as a mediator between the laser
beam and the nucleus for studying nuclear low-energy properties is via the
so called Electron Bridge (EB) mechanism.
The idea was born long ago, in 1958, in the former USSR [43] and has
been developed more recently into a useful tool [44, 45]. The EB mechanism
eectively transfers the energy of a nuclear transition to the atomic shell
which, passing through excited intermediate state(s), emits monoenergetic
-rays, thus providing the nuclear deexcitation. It is a 3rd order process with
respect to the electromagnetic interaction (see Fig. 6 for the corresponding















is the binding energy of the electron in the

















obtains the so called \Stokes line" in the deexcitation spectrum.
The inverse EB (denoted as IEB below) mechanism corresponds to the
analogous diagrams shown in Fig. 7 with the external radiation absorbed
by the electron of the initially unperturbed shell, thus, providing a way to
excite nuclei.
The rst experimental observation of the nuclear deexcitation via an EB
mechanism was done in 1985 by the Zagreb-Ottawa group [46]. In [46] the
deexcitation of the 30.7 keV (lifetime T
1
2
 13.6 yr) isomeric level of
93
Nb
was studied and 28.2 keV energy photons were observed as a result of the




= 2.675 keV, B
L
2
= 2.426 keV, B
L
3






< 30eV) or higher electron states. The higher L states were used
instead of the K state, since excitation of the K shell gives photons with
energies below the niobium K X-ray energy, and the background is too high.
It is necessary to point out that the EB processes are usually accompanied
by processes connected with IC channels
8
which, as a second order process,
8
As it was already stressed in the pioneering papers [43] on the EB mechanism, such
third order eects in  should be substantial if the IC coecients are very large. That
reects the close connection between the IC process (with an electron in the continuum,
or in the discrete state) and the EB mechanism where an additional photon is emitted.
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is more probable, in general, than the 3rd order process under study (e.g.,
the external bremsstrahlung associated with IC of the 30.7 keV level).
There are also other contributions from the internal Compton scattering
produced in the deexcitation of the initial nuclear level, etc. However, in
[46], these sources of background were found to be negligible.
Fig. 7 shows a spectrum of -rays after background subtraction. The
rst theoretical estimate given by the authors of [46] involves the numerical
solution of the inhomogeneous Dirac equation for an electron in the nuclear
Coulomb eld and hydrogen-like atomic wave functions. The ratio  cal-
culated for the probability W
(3)

of the 3rd order transition based on the
diagrams Fig. 6 and the probability W
(1)

of the direct nuclear deexcitation









= 0:19, whereas the experimental result was




There exists a second experimental result [48] based on the study of the
decay of isomeric state
193m
Ir with energy 80.27 keV (T
1
2
= 10 d). This
isomeric state was obtained in the irradiation of a 99% enriched sample of
192















Experiments conducted under the conditions of high background associ-





) gave for  the value  0.21.
Theoretical estimates for L electrons yielded  = 0.18 which should be
taken only as the lower bound due to the neglect of the additional contribu-
tions from higher shells (M,N,...). Estimates in [48] give for (M, N,...) 
0.1-0.2. Again, more precise calculations are in agreement with the experi-
mental value 0.21 [47].
Before turning to the role of lasers in the nuclear deexcitation process pro-
vided by the EB mechanism, it is worthwhile to note the following. We have
already mentioned that the probability for IC increases with the eectiveness
of the EB mechanism. In turn, the existence of the EB channel leads to a sig-
nicant decrease in the IC coecient with respect to its so-called \tabulated"
value where the EB mechanism is not taken into account. For instance, for
the isomeric state
235m









5.2 The role of lasers in the EB mechanism of deexci-
tation of nuclei
Now we will discuss the laser-assisted EB process where an electron of an





and emits a number N of atomic transition photons,





between the intermediate and initial atomic states). The resonantly excited
electronic states nally decay by X-ray emission.
The schematic diagram of Fig. 8 explains the process for the case of the
emission of two photons. In this scheme, an electron from the initial shell
jii \dressed" by the intense laser eld absorbs a nuclear radiation quantum
with energy E

, emits two laser photons with energy 2~!
L
, and then occupies









the binding energy of the electron in shell jni), and nally decays to the nal
state jfi (= jii in this particular case) with emission of an X-ray photon with
energy ~!
x
. Due to the dipole character of emission (absorption) of the laser
quanta (` = 1), the laser also \transfers" angular momentum to eectively
reduce the multipolarity L of the nuclear transition radiation to L = 1 (L =
3 for the case of
235m
U considered below), thus enhancing the probability of
the process.
Fig. 9 presents the Feynman diagrams describing this process. At reso-






















The well-known and theoretically studied case is the isomeric nucleus
235m
U with energy E
I





















with binding energy 71 eV (
i
= -71 eV), which is closest to E

, as
the initial electronic shell jii. We describe the complex electronic structure
of the uranium atom in the one-electron approximation, i.e., we neglect the
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splitting of shells with denite principal quantum number. At resonance this
approximation is appropriate.
As an intermediate atomic shell, we select the 8s
1
2
shell with binding en-
ergy 2.14 eV (
n
= -2.14 eV). Thus, the detuning  is 4.64 eV. The resonance
will be achieved by two (four) laser photon emission with energy 2.32 (1.16)
eV, respectively. The nal atomic one-electron state jfi is supposed to be
the same as jii [49]. All electronic states (jii, jni, jfi) are \dressed" states.
Due to the laser, not only the resonance condition is fullled, but the
originally E3  transition is converted into the emission of an E1 X-ray
photon, thus increasing the rate of the X-ray emission signicantly. The
laser beam makes it possible to avoid the selection rules of X-ray emissions
which are acting in the laser free case.
The reader may notice the arbitrariness in the selection of the intermedi-
ate state jni and its energy E
n
. However, the (assumed) value of E
n
is not
so important for the phenomenon under study from the point of view that
it is a small change, whereas the change of the order of the resonance (i.e.,





The theoretical study of EB processes is analogous to the calculations of
the laser assisted IC which were presented in Section 4. The theoretical
framework was developed in the papers [50, 49, 51, 26, 27, 52].





and we take as substitute for (15) the dipole form (1): The interaction of
the linearly polarized laser eld with the electron is described classically






(t) and the interaction of the

















































and ~ are the frequency and unit polarization vector of the emitted
radiation, a and a
+
are the annihilation and creation operators, and V is the
normalization volume, respectively.
Again, as before, the inuence of the other electrons is taken into account
by the use of the eective nuclear charge Z
eff
(n) in the one-electron wave
functions. As before, due to the expression (16) that describes the electron-
nucleus interaction, photon exchange between the nucleus and the electron
shell does not appear [29].
In the treatment of the joint inuence of the nuclear Coulomb and laser
elds on the dressed electron in the subshell jni, it is convenient to use









are the parabolic quantum numbers [53], and
m is the magnetic quantum number.
The wave function describing the \dressed" electron state can approxi-




































is a hydrogen-type solution in parabolic coordinates, J
N
is a









is the complex energy of the intermediate electronic

























This solution is used as a basis for the construction of the electron Greens
function and S-matrix for the process.
The further procedure is analogous to the one we described for IC (sec-
tion 4). The initial and nal state is taken as is- and fs-type, respectively,







is the nonrelativistic radial part of the hydrogen-type solution of
principal quantum number i(f) and orbital angular momentum ` = 0, and
Y
00
is the corresponding spherical harmonics. Z
eff
for the jii state (n = 6)
is equal to Z
eff



























































is the natural linewidth of the state jni for the
laser-free case and  
nf


















































































, and K is an integer. The quantities f
K
























At the resonance ( = N~!, N = 2 or 4, ~!
L
= 2.32 eV or 1.16 eV,










eV (from a 2p ! 1s transition of the same energy) we obtain for the
235
U isomeric state [49]
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  6:7  10
9
: (39)
If one takes into account the fact that the intense laser broadens the
linewidth  
nf
[51], the magnitude of  decreases but still remains of the order
of 10
9
, leading to expectations that the aect is accessible to experimental
study, though the IC coecient is much, much higher. We note that above
we concentrated on the special case of the bound-bound atomic transitions
where the nal electron shell is the same as the initial one (jii = jfi). In this
case the IC strongly dominates over the EB process.
Concluding this part of our consideration of the EB processes and the
laser's role in the acceleration of the radiative deexcitation of the nucleus,
we emphasize that the above example clearly shows again the advantage of
the use of intense lasers in this eld:
-due to the high intensity, lasers provide the fulllment of the resonant con-
ditions ensured by the multiphoton absorption (emission).
-multipolar nuclear -transitions are converted into the emission (absorption)
of electric dipole radiation. Laser radiation transfers not only the energy to
the shell to eliminate the mismatch between the atomic and nuclear transi-
tion energies, but also \transfers" angular momentum to provide the dipole
character of the nal radiation, which leads to an enhancement of the prob-
ability of X-ray radiation by the nal electron.
Turning now to the case of the resonant atomic transitions jii ! jni !
jfi 6= jii, we use the simple estimates based on the argument that the EB
mechanism can be considered as a kind of IC process where the shell electron,
absorbing the -radiation of the nucleus, undergoes a transition not to the
continuous spectrum but rather to the discrete spectrum. We shall refer to
this conversion mechanism as \discrete conversion". Just as lasers assist the
ordinary IC process, we also can speak here about the \laser assisted discrete
internal conversion". In the case of tuning by laser quanta to remove the
mismatch between nuclear and atomic transition frequencies, we refer to the
\resonant discrete internal conversion."
This way of treating the acceleration of the nuclear deexcitation process
by resonant laser photons presents an alternative method of the theoretical
study of the EB mechanism [26, 27]. It is quite useful since it provides
parallels to the well developed and accepted methods used in studies of IC
phenomena.
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The extension of the theory of IC (and \resonant" IC) to the discrete
case introduces a new issue since the formal determination of the \discrete
IC" coecient 
d
leads to a quantity with the dimension of energy, so that
the physical interpretation of the IC coecient as the ratio of conversion and
radiative transition probabilities is lost. The reason for that is clear since
the normalizations of the nal state wave functions for the continuous and
discrete states are dierent.
This view of the EB process as an IC process for discrete electron nal










ratio of the probabilities for discrete conversion W
d
IC




introduced previously, the simple expression which does not



















for the E type transition (in our case of the
235













and M is the matrix element for the atomic transition jii ! jfi















is the nonrelativistic (large component) radial wave function for
the electron in the jii(jfi) state. For the
235m
U isomeric state, in the laser free
case of a large resonant defect,    
n









 2  10
12
.
Despite the fact that the EB mechanism (laser free case) is more probable
than the direct radiative transition by twelve orders of magnitude, it is much



























where  determines the matrix element for the transition from the interme-
diate atomic shell jni (here 5f
5
2

























12). The parameter  can be calculated in the quasiclassical approximation
and was found to be  0:3a
B




 7  10
18





, which is com-
parable with the IC coecient for the outer atomic shells. This indicates a
considerable reduction in the lifetime of the isomeric state
235
U due to the
inuence of laser radiation. In reality, this reduction must be multiplied by
t , where t is the duration of the laser pulse and  is the pulse repetition
rate. In practice, this factor is much less than unity.





) the estimates are complicated
by the formation of multiply charged uranium ions due to multiphoton ion-
ization. This leads to additional (ionization) broadening of the jni and jfi







). At these intensities, 
d
is found to be  7  10
20
[26].
As claimed in [46], due to the fact that the ionization of the atom increases
the localization of the electron wave function near the nucleus of the ion as
compared to the case of a neutral atom (a well-known eect in the theory of
IC), the matrix element M in (42) increased signicantly. This leads to an
the additional increase of 
d
in (43), and, therefore, of 
d
L




is expected to be much greater than 
IC
for the outer shells, the
lifetime of the isomeric state
235m
U would be reduced by two or three orders






At present, it is not clear how to extrapolate these results to higher in-
tensities because of the diculties associated with the theoretical estimate of
the widths  
n
of the intermediate atomic states due to the copious formation
of multiply charged ions by very strong laser elds. One expects that at high
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intensities, when the ionization broadening of the electronic states is higher
than their radiative widths and where the broadening increases faster than
linearly with I, 
d
will be reduced.
The estimates of this Section demonstrate that, in principle, the decay
rate of the isomer
235m
U to the ground state can be controlled by the use of
intense laser radiation.
Particularly, the EB process or the \resonance" discrete and continuous
conversion can be used as a method of producing vacancies in the atomic
shells. The coherent radiation resulting from lling of these vacancies, inter-
esting enough itself, can be used for the detection and study of the resonant
EB processes.
5.4 Inverse Electron Bridge mechanism of nuclear ex-
citation
The discussions presented in the preceding subsection in connection with
the \resonant discrete" IC providing a control mechanism for the decay rate
of nuclear isomers apply also to the reverse process: a nucleus is excited
by an electron transition when the laser radiation resonantly eliminates the














The situation where the external radiation (e.g., X-rays) transfers, through
the excitation of the atomic shell, energy to a nucleus which is initially in its
ground state is called inverse electron bridge (IEB) mechanism. If the energy
of the electron transition 
fi
is close to the energy of the nuclear transition
E
FI
, then the resonantly enhanced excitation of a nucleus can be achieved





- of a number of laser photons in addition to an X-ray photon. Again, the
excitation of the electronic shell by the combined action of external radiation
and resonant laser elds (rst stage) can be more eective than the direct
excitation of the nucleus by external radiation due to the dipole character
of the interaction of the electron shell with the long wavelength radiation
eld. In the second stage the input energy is converted into energy of high
multipolarity radiation needed for nuclear excitation. Of course, the applied
laser eld must be tuned to resonance to fulll the requirement of energy
conservation in this stage. The level scheme (a) and corresponding Feynman
diagram (b) are presented in Fig. 13.
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The (approximate) theoretical treatment of this process is very similar to
the laser-assisted nuclear deexcitation considered above. This is reected in





describing the interactions of the electron with the laser
eld and the X-ray eld, respectively, Eqs. (32), (33), and Eq.(34) for the
wave function of the electron state \dressed" by the intense laser eld, as well
as (35), etc. All these approximations mean that the diagram in Fig. 13(b)
must be replaced by the diagram in Fig. 14, where only the intermediate
atomic state is dressed according to the sum of the diagrams shown in Fig.
15 and is described by the wave function (34), although, strictly speaking,
both jii and jfi states have to be considered as dressed states, too.
The dressed intermediate electronic state is able to absorb the laser pho-
tons tuned to resonance before the nuclear excitation takes place.
5.5 Some estimates
We omit detailed calculations which are similar to the previous one for ob-
taining formulae (36), (37), and (38).
Let us take again, as an example, the
235m
U isomeric state [10, 40, 55] with
E
IF















eV) shells as jii and jfi states. The intermediate state jni of binding energy
E
B
= 2.14 eV can be excited from the initial O
4
shell by the absorption of a
soft X-ray photon with energy ~!
x
= 103 eV if no additional laser photon is
absorbed (N = 0 case). The eective charges and the principal and angular


































The energy mismatch is 0.8 eV, i.e., tuning of the laser photon around ~!
L

1 eV (N = 1) will result in a resonant excitation of
235
U from the ground
state to its isomeric state
235m
U .





(to avoid the power
broadening of the atomic widths) one obtains for 

dened as the ratio of
the yield for nuclear excitation by laser-assisted IEB process to the yield of
direct nuclear excitation by -ray absorption, the value 

 3  10
12
[54].
We conclude with the statement that the combined application of an
X-ray source and an intense laser beam for nuclear excitation can be more
eective than the direct -excitation if among the atomic electron shells there
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are two with an energy dierence close to the nuclear excitation energy.
The exact tuning of the electron transition to resonance is established by
applying an intense laser of appropriate photon energy and intensity. Under
these conditions, the laser-assisted IEB mechanism opens a realistic method
for nuclear excitation with energy dierences E
IF
between the excited and
ground states of the order of several keV.
Concluding this Section, we would like, for the sake of completeness, to
mention that there exists an alternative way to induce the nuclear transitions
by producing electron holes in the atomic shells by a laser induced plasma
[56]. For the example of
235
U considered above, for instance, a hole is pro-
duced in the 5d
3
2














=  103:1eV )); the emit-

















= 26 min.). The laser produced plasma has ahigh





The calculations are analogous to the ones developed in this section for
the study of the laser-assisted IEB mechanism as a means for exciting nuclei.
However, the dierence is that the photon spectrum of the self radiation of















where T is the plasma temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant.
The excitation of nuclei in a plasma via the IEB mechanism was investi-
gated theoretically in [57].
Two cases are interesting here. If the plasma temperature T is so high
that complete ionization of the atomic levels that normally would participate
in the IC process, takes place, then the IEB will occur through the discrete
part of the spectrum. If, however, T is too low to provide the complete
ionization of such levels (i.e., E
IF
 kT ), then the IEB goes mainly through
the continuous part of the spectrum. In [57], the ratios of the eciencies for
the excitation of nuclei by the plasma photons through the IEB mechanism
and by thermal radiation [58] were calculated for both temperature cases.







the case of the transitions through discrete atomic levels (E
IF
 kT ), this








= 10:6m) and Nd ( =
1:06m) lasers where the production of the isomers of the
235
U nucleus was
observed by the detection of IC electrons from isomeric levels. The increase
( 10
2
times) of the isomer yield obtained with the shorter wavelength laser
was observed, too.
In [60, 61, 62] the capture mechanisof electrons from the plasma contin-
uum by an outer electronic shell is predicted.
6 Lasers in the study of anomalously low-




In this section we use the ideas and theoretical treatments which were already
discussed and applied in some detail in the previous sections. We think that
the specic role of the phenomenon of anomalously low-lying nuclear state
( several eV) justies a detailed discussion. The problem has a relatively
long history.
In 1989 the results of the rst relatively accurate experimental deter-
mination of energies and intensities of  transitions populating the ground
state and rst excited state of
229







Th+) were reported [63]. Earlier, in the study of the rotational-
band structure of
229







is located quite close (within 100 eV) to the
229










reaction [65, 66]. Later it was established that the energy dierence between
the isomeric state and ground state of
229
Th does not exceed 10 eV [67]. In
the paper quoted above [63] this upper limit was reduced to 5 eV ((-1  4)
eV). Unfortunately, the techniques used in these investigations did not make
it possible to determine the energy of the isomeric state E
is
more accurately
or to measure its half-life time. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that





the ground state of
229





In a recent paper [68], in an attempt to improve the value for the energy
of the
229




] are the Nilsson model quantum numbers
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number of  rays associated with the -decay of
233
U . Compared with their
earlier study, they considered more  rays in the
229
Th spectrum, used more
well-measured energy calibration and reference lines, and more detectors with
better energy resolution. They were able to more closely match the counting
rates in the  ray peaks whose relative energies had to be measured, and to
reduce systematic errors. More than 111 -ray spectra were measured, and a
value of 3.5  1.0 eV was determined for the energy of the low-lying isomeric
level of
229










The importance of the existence of low-lying isomeric states, unusually
low on a nuclear energy scale, is obvious. This includes not only nuclear
physics itself, but also optics, solid-state physics, lasers, plasma, etc. For
example, considering the great sensitivity of these levels to the electronic
stucture, the lifetimes of such states are expected to depend on the chemical
and physical environment in which these isomers are embedded. Thus, the
knowledge of the life-time, e.g., of
229m
Th in dierent chemical and physical
environments could provide valuable information for atomic and condensed
matter physics. It is important to emphasize that closely spaced levels with
energy spacing of several tens eV are encountered quite frequently at excita-
tion energies of the order of  10
2
eV. However, they have vanishingly low
probabilities in comparison with the background connected with decays to
low-lying states or to the ground state. These transitions can be studied only
in the isomer decays of low-lying levels. The frequently considered example
of
235
U is typical from this point of view. However, its isomer, as we dis-
cussed already, decays via the IC channel, despite the fact that the eciency
of the EB (or IEB) processes is very high for
235
U (  1; see Section 5) it is









Ir),  < 1 and again
IC is the dominant process. From this point of view, the situation of
229
Th is
entirely dierent: the ionization potential of the thorium atom is 6.08 eV, so
that a transition of the isomeric nucleus
229m
Th to the ground state via IC
with a nal unbound electron is impossible (at least, for an isolated atom).
These considerations are the basis for the high interest in laser radiation as
a means to accurately study the properties of
229
Th (energy level dierences,
lifetime of isomeric nucleus, etc.).
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6.2 Deexcitation of isomeric state by EB mechanism
First, we consider the deexcitation of the isomeric state of the
229
Th nucleus
to its ground state using the generally accepted ordering of the levels shown
in Fig. 16. Fig. 6 gives the Feynman diagram describing the EB process.
The dominant nuclear transition is of M1 type. The allowed E2 transition









& 2:5  10
 5
cm is the wavelength of
the nuclear radiation and R
A
is the nuclear radius.
In calculating the EB process probability, as before, we made a number of
simplications: we considered only the direct diagram; here, as in many other
cases (see, e.g., [47]) the exchange diagram is small. Second, we used again
the single-level approximation which is here well justied by the concrete
analysis of the atomic level structure [52]. The nal goal is the calculation of






introduced earlier (see Section
5, expressions (36), (37), and (38) using the traditional method or (40) - (44)
based on the \discrete IC" [26, 52]). In [52] the initial electronic state was
taken as jii = 6d
3
2
, with energy 
i










are theoretically estimated in [52]).
Calculations [52] have shown that  is less than unity, i.e., the direct











= 1.3 eV, leading to the




If the energy of the nuclear transition is at resonance with the energy





















), the EB probability increases sharply. Of
course, ensuring the condition  = 0 demands a much better knowledge of
E
is
than is available today ((3.5  1) eV [68]). For the range 2  E
is
 5 eV
theoretical calculations give T
1
2




& 45 hr for E
is
= 3.5 eV (M1 transition). Taking into account
the 1 eV uncertainty in the excited state energy, T
1
2
could be as long as 
120 h or as short as  20 h.
However, one has to realize that the half-life time of an anomalously
low-lying nuclear level (E
is
 several eV) is a very subtle quantity. It is
inuenced by the interaction not only with the electronic shell, but, due to
the extremely small value of the isomeric state energy, it will be aected also
by the physical and chemical properties of the sample containing the atoms
of
229
Th. Experimental and theoretical studies of such a phenomena may
open new interesting directions into atomic and condensed matter physics.
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We now turn to the question of the laser-assisted deexcitation of the
isomeric
229
Th state to its ground state using the resonant, discrete IC with
bound electrons, applying a laser eld with the appropriate frequency. As we
saw above and in Section 5, this leads to a drastic acceleration of the nuclear
isomeric decay [52, 27]. Very recently, the probability for this process was







were considered with energies taken from [70] and [27], respectively. The
energy dierence of 3.713 eV between these states is very close to the 3.5
eV nuclear decay energy. This electronic transition (M1 excitation) requires
needs a photon energy of 0.1065 eV in a resonant two-photon process. The
experimental signal for the excitation could be the photon emission during
the decay of the excited 8s
1
2







There is another possibility [27, 52] based on the absorption of a single
laser photon which excites the 8s
1
2




process in the laser interaction whereas the rst scheme corresponds to the
second-order process). In this case the necessary photon energy is 0.712 eV.
Because the probability increases in the rst-order case only linearly with
intensity, the second-order (in the laser eld) process was chosen in [69]
since its probability has a quadratic increase and it is not small in absolute





nuclear state with excitation of the electron states
given above has only a very small probability ( 5  10
 13
) [69].
Fig. 17 [69] shows the strong dependence of the deexcitation probability













transition on the laser intensity I. The laser photon energy is xed to the
energy of a resonant two-photon process with E
is
= 3.5 eV (solid line), 4.0
eV (long-dashed line), and 3.0 eV (short-dashed line) or for the resonant
four-photon process for an energy of 3.5 eV (dotted line).
We observe a strong increase with I, until the ionization thresholds of the
electron states are reached where the probability drops strongly. As seen in
Fig. 17, the absolute value of the deexcitation probability depends on the
laser photon energy. One can also notice the quadratic dependence of the
atomic shell excitation probability on I for the two-photon process and the
fourth power of the intensity increase (with smaller probability).












Np) are considered from the point of view of the IEB mechanism lead-







. We highly recommend this paper to the interested reader.
6.3 Pumping isomers by laser resonance
The role of lasers is important also for the inverse process, i.e., the pumping
of the ground state nuclei
229







is known today with poor precision, which makes the direct
application of the laser light to the nucleus in the ground state ineective.
The solution is to use the IEB mechanism which was discussed in Section 5
and which provides the non-radiative excitation of the nucleus in an electron
transition induced by the laser radiation eld. It is necessary to tune the laser
light to the wavelengths of well known atomic transitions. In this case, even





) transitions involved, the excitation of the nucleus has a large
enough probability to provide for an ecient pumping of the isomeric state,
which in turn opens the possibility to measure the energy and the lifetime of
the low-lying nuclear isomeric state.
The (third order in the electromagnetic interaction) process is described







) which provides more eective pumping, the (direct) diagram of Fig.
14 dominates and the single level approximation is reliable. These features
essentially simplify the calculations.
Below, we follow the considerations given in the papers [71, 72]. For the





























= -6.08 eV, and  
i
is taken to be zero.
Because the transition is of magnetic type (M1), we use the relativis-
tic electronic wave functions  (
~
R) including the large g(
~
R) and small f(
~
R)









The nuclear wave functions of the initial stationary state with energy E
I




























A matrix element of the 3rd order process described by the direct diagram
of Fig. 14 includes, in addition to the wave functions for the electrons and the


















































is the four-vector of the nuclear electromagnetic current not spec-
ied here. Furthermore, the matrix element includes the photon, D

, and
the intermediate electron propagators.
The standard calculations include the expansion of the photon vector
potentials and propagator in terms of multipoles (see, e.g., [73, 74]). Fur-
thermore, the matrix element of the nuclear current (49) is expressed in terms
of the reduced matrix elements [29], taking into account the selection rules
for the nuclear transition, etc. Finally, one obtains the following expression
for the cross section 
(3)
of the IEB process [72] at resonance with the atomic
































































This expression is valid when the characteristic width of the laser line is










is the width of the atomic radiative transition i ! n
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of the interaction of the

































































































































(x) is the spherical Hankel function and { = (`  j)(2j + 1), and
` and j are the orbital and total angular momentum of the electron in the
corresponding shell. The matrix element M
M1
(!) is calculated numerically










. In the already mentioned recent
paper [69] this quantity was calculated for several nuclei on the basis of the
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adiabatic description of the dressed electronic states in the laser eld. The
values obtained there for E
2
int
coincide within one order of magnitude with
the results of [71, 72]. However, in the case of the popular
235
U the result is
in drastic disagreement with the calculation of [71, 72].
In the situations where the width !
L
of the laser is larger than the
widths of the atomic states  
n;f
, it is necessary to carry out the integration











































































where L stands for Lorentzian and G for Gaussian line shapes.
This expression, along with (50), (53), and (55), is the basis for the
estimates below.
6.4 Pumping eciency
The arguments given in the previous subsection showed that the stimulation
of the pumping of the isomeric state
229m
Th by the IEB mechanism requires
a careful study of the structure and properties of the atomic levels of the
thorium atom. However, information about the
229
Th atom is not complete.
In [76] only the energies of the levels are given, while in [77] energies, spins,
and parities for some of the states are presented.
Two cases are interesting in the IEB mechanism for the thorium atom
[71, 72].
i) The atomic transition jii ! jni has the multipolarityM1 (i.e., the same as
the isomeric nuclear transition jIi ! jF i) and the nal state of the electron




, dening the cross section 
(3)
of the IEB mechanism (see(50))






. This situation is realized








= -5.15 eV [78].
ii) The jii ! jni transition is of E1 or M1 type but the nal state does
not coincide with initial one (\inelastic" IEB mechanism). One possible

















= -5.06 eV [78]. Under favorable conditions, for an atomic E1 transition




and the energy of one of the
atomic transitions jni ! jfi ( 0.1 eV) the excitation cross-section due to
















. At less favorable conditions, i.e., xing






between the atomic and nuclear


























By moving \up" in the energies of the excited atomic states, one can nd
suitable atomic levels which should be stimulated in the case E
is
> 2 eV.
Notice that the value for 
(3)
found is a lower estimate. Due to the relatively
high density of the excited atomic levels of
229
Th, the actual value of
~
 may
be much less than 1 eV.


















Dening the excitation eciency  as the ratio of the number of produced
isomeric nuclei
229m
Th to the number of thorium atoms exposed to the laser






where  is the irradiation time and 
L











is the laser photon density. To lower the
background from the natural -decay of the thorium nuclei with the activity
A
Th
() = 3:2 10
 12
N(Th) decays per second, where N(Th) is the number of
thorium nuclei, let us estimate the induced activity for a very small amount
of thorium atoms taking a sample of mass 10
 8





) onto a backing of diameter 1 mm. Under these
conditions a fairly small absorption of the photons emitted in the decay of
the
229m
Th isomers in the sample is guaranteed.
Irradiation of this target with a laser beam of power 100-200 mW focused
























 10 d). Thus, using a tunable laser one
can stimulate a suitable atomic state with energy greater than the energy of
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, and the nuclear excitation will take place
via the decay channels of this atomic state.
In conclusion, the example of the
229
Th nuclei shows that the optical
laser pumping of low-lying isomeric nuclear states via the IEB mechanism
is a realistic and relatively simple tool to measure and study lifetimes and
energy levels.
6.5 Modied IEB Mechanism in the study of
229m
Th
There exists a modication to the use of the IEB mechanism for the excitation
and study of the properties of the isomeric state of the thorium nucleus
[79]. Below, we follow the paper [79]. It is connected with the study of the
photon energy which emerges during the nuclear excitation. Schematically,
it looks as follows (Fig. 18): A laser beam excites the atomic electron to a
state of angular momentum dened by the selection rules in the subsequent
deexcitation of the shell. The electronic deexcitation leads to the excitation
of the nucleus and, simultaneously, to the photon emission.
In the following, we assume that the electron has already reached the

















if the ground nuclear state of
229














Thus, a new line appears in the optical spectrum of the laser excited
229






That opens the possibility of the
i) precise determination of the energy of the
229m
Th isomeric nucleus by mea-
suring the photon frequency !;
ii) solution of the uncertainty concerning the question of the angular mo-





















7 0). Furthermore, once
the magnitude of the emitted photon frequency ! is known, the process can
be accelerated by the resonant application of the laser with frequency !
L
= !.
The simplied calculations are very similar to the calculations of Sections 4
and 5 for the IC and EB processes. The role of the initial electronic state jii
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plays here the laser-excited, dressed electronic state jni. Again, emission of
the photon frequency ! is treated quantum-mechanically.
The nuclear transition is a quadruple type, L=2. The initial, excited
atomic state is taken as:







We take the nal electronic state jfi as








= 2 satisfying the above mentioned condition about the
angular momenta involved.
Since the initial electronic state in our scheme is the excited state, we

























as a weight factor in the integration (averaging) over the initial electronic

















. The laser induced IEB process at !
L
























) (V -volume), and W
fi
is the transition































































is the squared reduced matrix element of the multipole
moment of order L between the nuclear states jIi and jF i, and is expected




































; r)dr (cf. (37)) which
























































The ground state of
229
Th has a half-life time T
1
2





Th atoms has a radioactivity A = 8:1  10
 23
N (in units
of Ci). Thus, for a sample with N = 10
18
atoms we have A = 8:1  10
 5
Ci. If we suppose that 1% of the atoms can be populated in the desired
electronic initial state by the laser eld, then the photon emission rate R (in
s
 1




















. It is a lower bound since one can expect that
the state jF i has a much smaller half-life time than the state jIi, thus the
activity of the sample will be much larger.
If we compare these estimates with estimates discussed at the end of
Subsection 6.4 for a somewhat dierent process, where N was 10
13
and the




Bq for an irradiation time  10
3
s, we obtain






or, for N = 10
18








These numbers look encouraging and show that the laser-driven IEB
mechanism can oer a reliable method for determining accurately the en-
ergy dierence and other properties such as lifetime and angular momentum
of ground and isomeric states, etc., and controlling a radioactive decay rate.
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Th nucleus to modify the -decay rate of the nucleus in a
laser driven resonant process where these two nuclear levels are mixed by the
magnetic eld of the laser eld [4]. As a result, the -decay rate of the
229
Th




































where M is the nucleon mass, !
L
is the band width of the laser,  is the
irradiation time and  is the reduced M1 transition matrix element in units
of the Bohr magneton. Here.  is of order 10
 4
(see, e.g. [74]). Assuming















,   10
 6






obtains  = 0:19 [4]. This last example
10
shows once more the potency of the
laser assisted EB and IEB mechanisms for modifying and controlling nuclear
radioactivity by the inuence of light - a topic which goes back to Einstein,
as shown in the epigraph to the present paper.
7 Summary and conclusions
In the present paper we have tried to review several applications of optical
and UV-lasers for studying low-energy properties of nuclei.
The most eective tool for these applications is the use of the electronic
shells of atoms as mediators between the laser eld of appropriate frequency
and the nuclei of interest.
All eects considered above are united by the realization of two unique ad-
vantages of lasers (besides other important properties like monochromaticity,
10
Such kind of eects, of course, necessitate further detailed and accurate investigation.
Particularly, in the considered example the screening of the magnetic eld by atomic shells
seems essential for the level mixing.
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polarization, etc., shared with other sources of electromagnetic radiation):
i) High intensity of the laser beam makes the multiphoton absorption (emis-
sion) by atomic shells possible, thus providing the eective elimination of the
mismatch between the energy dierences of atomic and nuclear transitions
and, furthermore, leading to resonantly enhanced eects. This possibility of
using multiples of the laser frequency !
L
to provide the transition energy
is the leading principle for the use of intense laser beams for the study of
low-energy nuclear processes and properties;
ii) The dipole character of the interaction of the laser radiation with the
atomic shells provides a reduction of the (usually high) multipolarity of the
nuclear electromagnetic radiation, thus eectively enhancing the transition
probability (the laser light transfers not only energy, but also angular mo-
mentum).





), the so called
\anti-Stokes" transition, although not so probable as it was expected before,
provides the eective mechanism for the deexcitation of nuclear levels located
close enough to the nuclear ground state. This mechanism can be used to
study specic nuclear levels and their transitions unaccessible otherwise. It
was shown that the laser-assisted (induced) internal conversion (IC) is ef-
fective only for the nuclei where IC is forbidden by energy conservation in
the laser-free cases. Close and below the threshold for IC the role of optical
and UV-lasers is very important and leads, in principle, to observable laser
induced IC coecients. Unfortunately, for very intense lasers the hindering
eects of pondermotive forces have not been taken into account yet. Thus,
the theoretical study of the IC processes at very high I is important. Gener-
ally, this case demands the elimination of several simplications that we used
for the study of this process. Here, time-consuming numerical calculations
are required.
We have studied the role of the EB and IEB mechanisms in processes
of resonant deexcitation and excitation of isomeric nuclei with emphasis on
measuring their energies and lifetimes. Special attention was paid to the
study of the low-lying isomeric states of the nucleus
229m
Th where the use of
optical and UV-lasers seems the most promising.
The existence of anomalously low-lying excited nuclear levels (as
229m
Th)
opens the real possibility to control and modify nuclear processes by optical
and UV-lasers. Furthermore, the great sensitivity of these low-lying nuclear
levels to the physical and chemical environment could provide valuable in-
formation for atomic and condensed matter physics, optics, plasma physics,
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lasers, etc. Almost all processes considered here were treated using many
simplied approximations, thus one cannot expect to achieve precise quan-
titative conclusions. The present values for the transition probabilities of
many processes are rather uncertain and may change considerably if more
exact calculations of the electronic transition matrix elements become avail-
able in the future.
Of particular concern is the assumption of independent one-electron levels
used in all cases above, which limits the predictive power of the calculations
considerably. Due to many body eects, any perturbation of neighboring
electronic shells by the intense laser radiation will have an inuence on the
binding energy and wave function of each electron. However, we believe that
the essential aspects of the laser-assisted and laser-induced nuclear processes
studied here will turn out to be correct and will provide useful directions for
future studies.
>From the experimental point of view, it is necessary to search for the
most favorable low multipolarity transitions between inner electron states to
achieve the strong nucleus-electron shell coupling.
In present (and future) applications, especially when the fulllment of the
resonance conditions by laser ne tuning becomes experimentally feasible, the
knowledge of the precise energies of the nuclear and atomic states involved
is of fundamental importance.
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Appendix A: Parameters characterizing the
interaction of the laser radiation with electron
(dimensional arguments)
Here we use dimensional arguments to show the role of the most important
parameter of the intense laser eld, the intensity, in interaction processes
with electrons [81].
The intensity I = ~!
L
c ( is the number density of laser photons) must,
of course, play the essential, nontrivial role in such physical quantities as
transition probability, cross section, etc. However, its inclusion should not
change the dimensionality of the expressions for such quantities. This means
that the density  must always enter in the combination L
3
where L is some
length characteristic to the eect under consideration. There are several
lengths (for free electron and monochromatic radiation):








= 2:8  10
 13
cm



















= 3:86  10
 11
cm:
The rst two of them are classical quantities, 
c
is of quantum nature.
Following [81], it is illuminating to separate the most interesting dimension-
less combinations of  (which is a quantum quantity since it measures the





)) and these three lengths into classical and
quantum parameters:






















































































is extremely small. The parameter C
2
has an inter-











passing by (in \contact" with) the elec-
tron of size r
0
, to the electron rest energy. We see that the relativistic





























has the same meaning as C
2
but with respect to a much
larger volume 
3
. It seems to play no role since it is dicult to imagine an
electron to be probed in the interaction region as large as 
3
. The interesting
quantum parameter is Q
2








to the photon energy ~!
L
, i.e., denes the number of the laser




. In other words, just this parameter
describes the nonlinear, multiphoton interactions with free electron. We note
that these kinds of eects were important in several processes described in
the text, the only dierence is that such multiphoton processes referred to
bound electrons. The parameter Q
1
has the same meaning as Q
2
, again with
respect to the larger volume 
3
.
The above arguments were applied to the interaction of laser radiation
with free electrons.
In some sense, the dimensional arguments are useful for atomic systems
even under the inuence of very intense lasers with an electric eld strength
E
0





(i.e., I = (7  10
16




















These arguments were the basis for the authors of [82, 22] to construct
an approximate theory of nuclear excitations due to the motion of the shell
electrons in the very intense eld of the optical and UV lasers when a laser
driven highly localized current of collectively oscillating electrons induces the
nuclear excitation. Each electron in this current moves on its own classical
trajectories (see also [83, 84, 85]). Such a model gives the upper limit for the
eect of nuclear excitations [82].
In conclusion, it is worthwhile to remark that for the atomic electrons











will be much larger (see also Section 4 which is devoted to the laser assisted
and induced IC processes). Thus, the interaction of laser radiation of optical
and UV range with a simple atomic systems would oer a very promising
way to study the nonlinear eects intrinsic to the intense laser eld. This
issue was illustrated in the text from the point of view of low-energy nuclear
physics.
Appendix B: Two representations of the inter-
action of radiation with matter
As it was pointed out in the Introduction (footnote 1), the question of
relating the dipole form (1) as the Hamiltonian of the matter-radiation

























has a long and controversial history (see [6]). At rst glance, the prob-




= H the unitary transformation
 (~r; t) = expfi
~
A(t)  ~rg(~r; t) (B2)
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(in the dipole approximation the vector potential
~
A does not depend on


















A(t), to the Goppert-Mayer form (1). Obviously, if
~
A depends on ~r, i.e., we avoid the dipole approximation, this correspondence
is not valid. This equivalence is well known. But this is not the whole
story. First of all, one needs to be careful if in actual studies (practically
unavoidable) approximations (besides the dipole one) have to be made. Eqs.
(B3) and (1) are equivalent in the dipole approximation if the wave functions
 and  are exact solutions of the corresponding Schrodinger equations.
If approximations are permitted, the equivalence may be destroyed. This
situation leads, for example, to the conclusion [86] that when studying model
systems with a nite number of levels, one must choose the dipole interaction
in the form (1), rather than in the form (B3).
However, even if the  and  are the exact solutions of the Schrodinger
equation, one needs to be cautious when the problem includes damping
which, in the case, e.g., of the two-level system (described by a 2 2 matrix)
has o-diagonal elements for the ~p 
~
A interaction. It makes the dipole form
 e~r
~
E more convenient, although, if one takes into account the proper change
of the damping matrix under the transformation (B2), they are equivalent.
Since this point is not emphasized in textbooks we give here the derivation
[6] of the above statement for the two-level system studied in Section 3.


















sin t with Hamiltonian in the dipole form: H =  e
~


















































E(t)  ~r] (B5)
where H
0








































Obviously, if we insert the wave function of our two-level system













into (B5) we obtain the Bethe-Lamb equations (B4).
Now, to replace the
~
E  ~r term in (B5) by the ~p 
~
A-type interaction (B1)
and we make the transformation (B2):
 (~r; t) = T
+
(~r; t)(r; t); (B9)





























Thus, we arrive at the important result that in the equivalence stated above
between the two forms of interactions (in dipole approximation) it is neces-








In contrast to equations (B4),  
0
depends on ~r and t and is not diagonal with





















































These results show that it is wrong to simply replace the
~
E ~r interaction
by the ~p 
~
A form; the damping matrix has to be changed in addition. The
o-diagonal elements of the new damping matrix  
0
contribute both to the




states. Finally, it is instructive to write the Bethe-













































































We note that in the calculations of the probability amplitudes in the two
representations the initial conditions for the equations of motion (B14) are
in general dierent from the initial conditions of the Bethe-Lamb equations
(B4) [6].
A last remark concerns a practical issue. For higher order processes it
becomes more and more cumbersome to solve the ~p 
~
A equations (B14)
due to the transformed damping matrix elements. Therefore, for practical
calculations even for a two-level atom the use of the Bethe-Lamb equations














- laser radiation linewidth
~!
L











- frequency of laser photon
k
L












- ne structure constant
~
R - radius-vector of atomic electron
~r
p








- amplitude of laser electric eld




 - photon ux
M - matrix element
 - cross section
 - level-decay rate
  = ~ - level width
N - number of laser photons
jIi - initial nuclear state
jF i - nal nuclear state
jNi - intermediate nuclear state
E
I
- energy of initial nuclear state
E
F
- energy of nal nuclear state
E
N
- energy of intermediate nuclear state
























- energy of nuclear isomeric states
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EB - electron bridge
IEB - inverse electron bridge
IC - internal conversion
E - nuclear level energy dierence
 - atomic electron level energy dierence
m(M) - electron (proton) mass
Z - atomic number
Z
eff
- eective atomic number
E
B
- electron binding energy in atomic shell, sometimes we use jE
B
j  B
c - speed of light
~
A - vector potential of electromagnetic eld
(
f
) - density of nal electron states
L - multipolarity of nuclear radiation
l - orbital angular momentum
m - magnetic quantum number
n - principal quantum number

P - laser average power

J - laser average current
^
P - laser peak power
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 13






= 3:86  10
 11








= 5:3  10
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k - electron momentum
~
k - wave vector










) - nuclear (atomic) magnetic quantum numbers for initial (nal)
states
 - energy mismatch; detuning
T - time interval, temperature

IC
- coecient of internal comversion

d
- coecient of IC for discrete nal electron state







- unit vectors dening the photon polarization
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Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams describing the Compton excitation of a nucleus.
Fig. 2 Diagrams describing the \Compton" eect on the bound electron
(IEB mechanism).
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Fig. 3 Scheme of an Anti-Stokes -transition on a nucleus.
Fig. 4 Scheme of an Anti-Stokes electromagnetic transition on a nucleus.
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) dened by Eq. (25) (circular polarization)





. The curves a-d correspond to
~!
L




W are denoted by their electronic shell




Fig. 6 Feynman diagrams corresponding to the Electron Bridge mecha-
nism.
70
Fig. 7 (a) The spectrum obtained after subtraction of contributions from
room background, source impurities, and external bremsstrahlung. The full
circles represent experimental data while the full line represents the total
estimated spectrum N(E

). The dashed line represents the ICE contribution
in the region of interest; at lower energies there are only ICE contributions.
(b) The spectrum produced by the inelastic-electronic-bridge eect with 28.2
keV photons [46].
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Fig. 8 Scheme explaining the elimination of the mismatch between the
atomic and nuclear level energy dierences by laser radiation.





vs. I. (a) Two photon case (~!
L
= 2.32 eV), (b) Four photon
case (~!
L
= 1.32 eV). Curves in both gures are numbered by K [51].
Fig. 11 f
K
















(a) Scheme of laser-assisted resonance excitation of a nucleus.
(b)Feynman diagram corresponding to the scheme of Fig. 14(a).
Fig. 13
74
Fig. 14 The eective Feynman diagram describing the laser-assisted reso-
nant nuclear excitation.
Fig. 15 A \dressed" (by laser radiation) intermediate electronic state.
Fig. 16 Scheme of the two lowest levels of the thorium-229 nucleus.
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electronic transitions as a function of laser intensity. The
photon energy is xed to the energy of a resonant two-photon process for
a nuclear excitation energy of 3.5 eV (solid line), 4.0 eV (long-dashed line),
and 3.0 eV (short-dashed line) or the resonant four-photon process for an
energy of 3.5 eV (dotted line) [69].
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Fig. 18 Scheme of the laser-assisted energy and angular momentum trans-
fer from the atomic shell to the
229
Th nucleus.
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